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ABSTRACT 

The particular traffic problem discussed is that of store 
contention. This is a characteristic displayed by 
multiprocessor systems when several processors compete for 
access to the store modules. It has the effect of 
reducing the processing power of large systems below that 
which might be expected by extrapolation from smaller 
systems. 

An approximate method has been developed for calculating . 
the effect of store contention. The queuing time at each 
store module modifies the arrival rate of store accesses 
which in turn affect the queuing times. Thus the solution 
is found from a set of simultaneous non-linear equations 
which may be solved by iteration. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of multiprocessor systems for real time 
control it is becoming increasingly important to be able 
to predict how many processors and stores are required 
for any particular application. This is especially 
true of large systems with several processors. 
However there are many constraints which prevent the 
potential processing power of such a system from being 
fully exploited. Many are concerned with the processing 
system archi tecture and software organization, and it 
is often possible to extrapolate the power of a large 
system from measurements on smaller ones. There is 
however one constraint which only operates on larger 
systems: that of store contention. 

THE CAUSES OF STORE CONTENTION 

A typical multiprocessor system is shown in figure 1. 
All the processors are identical and ha~e access to 
all the stores. Any piece of code may be executed 
on any processor and the processors behave independently 
of each other from the point of view of store access. In 
these circumstances there is a probability that while 
one processor is accessing a store module a second 
processor will attempt to gain access to the same module. 
In this case the latter processor will wait until the 
store becomes free and store contention exits. 

In general any processor attempting to gain access to a 
store module will queue until it gains access to that 
store module. This queuing reduces the average 
instruction . rate below that which would be achieved 
if there were no contention. The reduced instruction 
rate of the whole processing system when compared 
with that of a single processor gives a measure of the 
system power and it is convenient to use this quantity 
as a figure of merit for system performance. 

If all the stores were equally loaded (i.e. if they were 
all accessed the same number of times over a given 
period), the queues at each store module would be 
comparatively short and the store contention small. 
However, in a practical situation this will not be 
the case and the loading on some stores will be higher 
than on others. Hence the queue at these stores will 
be comparatively long and in some cases the stores may 
become saturated, resulting in an upper limit to the 
system power • 
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Previous published work on store contention has only been 
applicable to small systems(l). Oth~r . papers dealing with 
closed queuing systems (2,3,4) obtain exact solutions 
when the service times are assumed to follow negative 
exponential distributions, or some distribution closely 
related to it. However, in the case under consideration 
the servers have constant holding times. 

The work described in this paper was aimed at achieving 
an approximate solution which was applicable to large 
systems and which took account of the constant holding 
times of store modules. 

PRINCIPLES APPLIED TO THE SOLUTION 

The asymptotes of the system power curve can be 
established fairly readily. It is self evident that it 
is impossible to achieve a system power greater than the 
number of processors and thus one asymptote is a line 
with a slope of unity through the origin. The other 
asympote corresponds to a 100% loading of the most 
heavily occupied store module with the contention at the 
other store modules being ignored. Once this condition 
is reached the addition of another processor does not 
increase the system power. 

The method of calculating the effect of store contention 
was derived by considering the effect of the queues at 
each store module. The stores are divided into a number 
of classes each store in a class having the same store 
cycle time and an equal probability of being accessed. 
It is assumed that the processors behave independently of 
each other as far as the order of store accesses is 
concerned. 

Asaparticular processor executes code it makes a series 
of store accesses. These accesses are sequential thus any 
delay in one store access will postpone the start of 
subsequent store accesses by that processot. Also a store 
access is made to one particular store module and can only 
be handled . by that module. 

The store sees a series of store accesses from the various 
processors which to a first approximation behave 
independently of each other. The queuing system at a store 
is one with a single server (the store) with a constant hold
ing time (the store cycle time)and with a limited number of 
sources (the processors) generating traffic (requests for 
store access). 

Processors which are not accessing the store are assumed 
to generate requests for service which have inter-arrival 
times with a negative exponential distribution. 

However, if the system is considered as a whole the rate 
of arrival of requests for store access at a particular 
store module is . dependent upon the queuing delays and store 
cycle times of the other stores as well as the processing 
time of . the instructions. The queuing delay at these other 
stores are in turn dependent upon those at , the first module. 
It is therefore necessary to construct a set of · simultan~ 

eous equations to find the equilibrim conditions • 
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THE GENERAL SOLUTION 

Let 

be the number of processors 
be the system power 
be the number of classes of store 
be the mean store cycle time 
be the mean processing time per store access 
be the mean queuing delay per store access 

M 
P 
R 
Ts 
Tc 
Tq 
Ki be the probability of an access being to a store of 

class i 
be the queuing delay in store cycle times at a 
store module of class i 
be the total number of accesses to store modules 
of class i during a time T 
be the number of store modules of class i 
be the store cycle time of the stores of class i 
be the mean arrival rate of accesses from a 
particular processor to a particular module of 
class i 
be the number of accesses to a particular module of 
class i in time T 

k· 1. be the probability of an access being to a 
particular store module of class i 

Then by definition:-

System Power ~ 

Processors x Average Instruction Time with No Contention 
Average Instruction Time with Contention 

Le P = M (Ts + Tc) 
Ts + Tc + Tq 

i"R 
where Ts - L K. T. 

i-I 1. 1. 

i-R 
and Tq = L K. Qi T. 

i .. l 1. 1. 

Consider a time T, then 

Mean inter-arrival time from a particular processor at a 
module of class j 

Total Processing time during T 
+Total Store Access time during T 
+Total Queuing time during T 
-Total Store Access time at a particular module 

class j 
-Total Queuing time at a particular module of 

class j 

Thus 

{ 

i-R i-R i-R } 
~ .1- Tc ~ N.+ L: N.T .-n.T.+ E N.Q.T .-n.Q.T. 
Lj .n j i-I 1. i-I 1. 1. J J i-I 1. 1. 1. J J J 

i-R 
Dividing by t;i Ni and. letting T -..00 

K.T .-k.T.+ ~ K.Q. T .-k.Q.T. i-a } 
1. 1. J J!,;l 1. 1. 1. J J J 

of 

but kj - Kj/Hj since all stores in a class are equiva1e~t. 

Thus 

L. 
J 

K./H. 
] J (1) 

A set of R such equations may be generated, one for each 
class. However 
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If it is assumed that the processors behave independently 
of each other and the processing times are independent 
negative exponential variables then it is possible to 
evaluate Qj . 

Thus (equation (13) of ref. 2) 

Q. - M - 1 - (1 - p(O»/L. 
J J 

k-i+l 
where p(i) - E p(k)aki k-G 

(O.:i<M-l) 

i-M-1 Eo p(i)· 1 

~M-k ) i-k+l M-l-i aki - i-k+l P q 

(M~l) i M-l-i 
a . -

01. 

aki -
and p 

q 

p q 

0 

1-exp (-L.T.) 
J J 

1-p 

THE PARTICULAR SOLUTION 

(k~1,k-1Ii'M-l) 

(O,i,M-l) 

(k;.l,O,i<k-l) 

In the particular case under consideration all the stores 
have the same cycle time, Ts. Thus (1) leads to a set 
of R simultaneous equations of the form 

L. 
J 

with Qj - f (M, Lj , Ts). 

The above set of equations was solved iteratively by 
means of a computer program. The first values for the 
inter-arrival times were approximated for each store 
class by assuming the other stores had zero access and 
queuing times. This allowed initial values for the 
queuing delays to be obtained and these were used to 
find new values for the inter-arrival times. The 
iteration was continued until two successive values for 
the system power differed by less than 1%. 

VERIFICATION OF THE RESULTS 

Results obtained using the method described above have 
been compared with simulation results (Table 1). The 
system considered had as many processors as stores and 
there were two store classes. Considering the nature 
of the assumptions the agreement of the two sets of 
results is surprisingly good. For those systems with 
only one store in the first class the 2% deviation of 
the 95% confidence interval largely brackets the 
calculated values. When there are two store modules 
in the first class the agreement is still good, there 
being a difference of 3% in system power between the two 
results. 

The small discrepancy in the results at small sizes is 
probably due to the smoothing effect of cascaded queues 
within the simulation. This is not taken into account 
in the calculation of mean queuing time which assumes 
random arrivals. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS 

In a multiprocessor system for a given number of 
processors there are two basic parameters which control 
the degree of store contention. Firstly the ratio of 
the mean time taken by a processor per instruction (Tc) 
to the store cycle time (Ts). Secondly the number of 
store modules in each class especially those which have 
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Store Ratio Access Ratio 
Processing Time Class 1 : Class 1 : Results Saturation 

Processors Stores Store Cycle TIme Class 2 Class 2 Calculated Simulated Value 

4 4 1 1:3 3:7 3.56 3.63+0.08 6.67 

8 8 1 1:7 3:7 6.14 6.16+0.12 

12 12 1 1: 11 3:7 6.66 6.67+0.14 

16 16 1 1:15 3:7 6.68 6.67+0.14 

4 4 1 1:3 5:5 3.30 3.38+0.07 4 

6 6 1 1:5 5:5 3.92 3.95+0.08 

12 12 1 1: 11 5:5 4.00 4.02+0.08 

8 8 1 2:6 4:6 6.74 6.75+0.14 10 

12 12 1 2: 10 4:6 8.75 8.64+0.17 .,. 
16 16 1 2:14 4:6 9.60 9.29+0.19 

4 4 2 1:3 3:7 3.80 3.89+0.09 10 

8 8 2 1:7 3:7 7.22 7.33+0.15 

12 12 2 1: 11 3:7 9.48 9.57+0.19 

16 16 2 1:15 3:7 9.99 10.02+0.20 

TABLE 1 Comparison of Calculated and Simulated Results 

a high probability of being accessed. 

Figure 2 gives an example of how a system's performance 
is changed by altering these quantities. The system 
for which the results have been calculated is a square 
system i.e one in which there are as many processors 
as stores There are two store classes. The results 
have been obtained for store access probabilities for the 
first class ranging between 0.1 and 0.5. 

In Figs. 2a and 2c there was assumed to be only one store 
in the first class; in Figs. 2b and 2d there were 
assumed to be 2 stores in the first class. The rest of 
the stores are assumed to be in the second class. In 
Figs. 2a and 2b the mean time taken by a processor per 
instruction was assumed to be equal to the store cycle 
time; in Figs. 2c and 2d the time taken by a processor 
was assumed to be twice the store cycle time. 

As may be seen from the graphs the effect of halving the 
store cycle time, all else remaining unchanged, is to 
increase the maximum system power by about 50%. 
Increasing the number of stores in the first class from 
one to two doubles the maximum system power. More 
important, the manner in which the system power approaches 
its maximum is more graceful. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A method for approximately calculating the power of a 
multiprocessor system in the face of store contention 
has been described. However, when designing such a 
processing system there are other factors, mainly in the 
software area, which play a major role in the maximisation 
of the system power. Store contention is almost a 
secondary effect which only becomes important on 
relatively large mUltiprocessor systems. However store 
contention does impose a limit to the system power . 
Once this limit is reached the addition of further 
processors will not increase the system power. 
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RESULTS FOR A SQUARE SYSTEM WITH . TWO STORE CLASSES 
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